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I have questions about...
1 Can we raise taxes to pay for investments incead of rates? Should be more progressive
Can we hire the right new leadership?
Can we use city of Pittsburgh Capital budgeting?
2
3 Why hasn't PWSA presented to the blueribbon
4 How to make this approach to top priority
How to keep political bribes from pulling us away from this best option
How can we make 20-40 year plans when politicians are a 4-year election cycle?
Why is there only one final (answer). there are 3 (primary servicers/storm water/drinking water/sanitary services
How do we attract and keep first-rate professionals to PWSA?
5 T&T, Explain government of perp. NPO trust
Can the BOD be democratically elected? Term limits?
6 Who doesn't pay for water? Fair? Equitable to the system? City owned? Non-Profit? Private Corps?
Why hasn't city sought funding to replace (full) lead service lines-no partial replacements!
More green infrastructure not being used (like rain barrels)
7 Where doest the $4 billion number come from
Over what time period
What makes private or PPP cheaper-because you have to pay the profit
How to make people proud to work for PWSA
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9/10 How do we implement cost/water saving methods for city owned property not currently paying a water bill?
How do we mitigate/eliminate ronyism in selecting contracts and positions with decsion making power?
Who would be responsible for appoining the PWSA board?
How will the public hold the board accountable if removed from mayoral/city council control

11

12 Who is bearing brunt of increased costs? What about low-income folks who can't do that?
Are our city's compensation requirements competitive with other cities of our size? What are they doing
Did city control mess up the PWSA? If so, how does this plan address that?
How would the new board be better than the current board? Accountability
13 Who appoints the board?
How to assure diversity and rate payer representation on the board?
How does this model enable taking advantage of local talent?
Can this model address the lead remediation challenge?
14 Perpetual non-profit trust, what is this?
How PWSA board is chosen?
19

I am concerned about...
Where is the new board coming from? Who do they answer to? Ultimately they should be controlled by voters
Keep PWSA under mayor and city council so we can affect through voting
Like this best but with improvements in health and safety, green infastructure, living wage employees
Keep requirement for Pgh residency for employees!! Important for environment and concern for the system and people.
Agree with all
Yes yes yes
the lack of communiations with PWSA
Can PWSA do what it needs to do?
Concerned that this would be a half-hearted effort
Who holds PWSA ccountable
Can they do this with constant changing directors
If there's not enough $, consider implementing more rainwater harvesting and new grey water policies and systems so that much less drinking-quality water has to be produced and transported?
How will we find green stormwater projects without a stormwater fee?
Training program for employees
Public needs involvement throughout decision-making process (including committee formations)
City losing ANY control of future decision-making of water authority
Responsible decisions made for health of community, not for profit
Where does the $4 billion number come from - number being used to scare folks
Concerned about the assumption that we can't do it ourselves
Our experience w/ velia (a public private venture) did not work great we're gun shy abot trying again
In PPP or private I am concerned about public input. We need a board in control that is representative of the public
Recruiting a really good leader for PWSA
PWSA has been a great leader on GI we want that continued and expanded region wide
PWSA should partner with Pitt, CMU, and other education institutions
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Compensattory residency req's under perpetual non-profit trust
Any workers hired must by local and unionized
Crating truly sustainable systems and not just the same old junk
Implement other cost saving measures now and put that toward infastructure aka Pittsburgh goats and rain forest
Comprehnsive affordability plan to help all consumers
Time it will take to replace lead lines both publially and privately
Make all consumers responsible for a fair share of consumption (including zoo, etc.)
This seems to be the optimal system, water should be publicly managed and owned
How do we make this happen??
About the multi-municipality sewershed issue: ALCOSAN rates can be adjusted for individuals, businesses and communities with green infastructure
The public trust and people still have power
I like this plan!
Does PWSA have skill sets for successful wealth and safety?
Can PWSA provide funding for implementaiton
PWSA lacks accountability today
Implementability: We ahve political will now, what could happen down the line?
This plan seems to be an effort to avoid confronting the problems of gov oversight mgmt. Accountability

Quality workforce development
City residency required
Ability to innovate with green infr. and other new technologies; efficiency incentives
Ability for everyone to afford-need rate payer assistance
Ability to hire enough employees
Anything that operates like UPMC
Hiring engineers in a climate of mega engineering firms
Everyone paying their fair share. Non profits need to be paying for infastructure-their water and sewer rates need to reflect tha . Storm water charge for imervious surfaces!
I like perpetual non-profit trust guarentees no privatization
Prioritize most urgent waterver the cost
City should still have oversight
I want a publicly accounted system
Commonwealth funding
The summary seems to stack the problems as being more onerous if done internally. If all of these problems exist regardless o fthe solution chosen in the end

20 Public or private the costs of repair the systaisth save?
Better affordability programs?
Why does the summary for strategy A sound bias against staying public?
What is a () non-profit trust?
Rates one going to go up no matter what?
So why should more $$$ go to print copy?
21 How will board governance change
Can we continue to get in some short-term people with hands on experience, to bring in ideas wihtout becming part of the structure, or having ownership?
Re lead (and also, perhaps leaks): I'm intersted in the epoxy-lining process and initative shown by PWSA in testing this out. I woul dlove to
Mayoral
see more
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and think a lot could be done by starting with effective fixes to problems rather than consultoney, PR, and "imagineering". At $1000 to $5000 a house, how many could have been treated, for
PUC oversight
Raising $$$

